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Divine Revelations - The Seed of True Universal Time, 9th WAVE'S 58th
Day, 6th Nov 2016 - by Sean Caulfield
To the KEEPERS OF THE CREATORS FIRE OF TRUTH. On 6th November
complete the 58th Universal Day of the 9th WAVE Mayan calendar's
Universal resonance of Divine TIME that emanates from "Within" the
Creators Fire of Truth within you. DIVINE Multidimensional
REVELATIONS are bringing understandings for our LIGHT'S Awakening
Universal MEMORY to grow in truth unto ITSELF.
I Sean Caulfield share with you Divine LIGHT guidance and sacred
information that emanates from my Heart's Memory, I see this as the
keys to unlocking doors that you can potentially walk through and
evolve your understand of how to transmute and transcend barriers that
once blocked you. It starts by remembering the MEMORY of a cyclical
Cosmic rhythm that emanates to grow Creation from "Within" you and
all Essence, in these Times it is very important to consciously align to this
Cosmic growth for our Ascension and entry into the future LIGHT
FREQUENCIES. Dedication is needed to be a "KEEPER OF THE CREATORS
FIRE OF TRUTH" that brings you to stay true to yourself by
understanding Creators Laws, in other words we LEARN to live true to
our Heart that holds the FIRE and we thus live in service to Creations
evolutionary LIGHT, that we trust to do for the greater good of ourselves
and all Creation, thus the Universe sees you and acknowledges your
dedication and humility and you attract and feel inner rewards.
Dear FRIENDS, the Divine Impulse of the infinite UNIVERSE is being
communicated and disseminated, the impulse is naturally resonating to
a mature Frequency of SURRENDER. Why this is happening is because
the Universe always supports itself to continue and we can now let go
and trust ourselves with the Divinely MATURE support that is here,
Creation has invested a lot in us and has our best interest at HEART. Our
purpose is to be the WAY SHOWERS, to be the Rainbow Warriors of the
Light, to be the spiritually SACRED Pure self aware physical
manifestations of the Universe living as Creation in Human form on
Earth, the Universe is depending on us as much as we are depending on
the Universe, this is so because nothing is separate, only our Mind
makes us think so, a MATURE Mind lives through the HEART that in turn

lives spirituality through the Divine Will of Creation, nothing is then
hidden and all is transparent and seen for what it is.
So as to continue its Evolution the Universe always surrenders and
allows itself to go through a transformational DEATH, the Universe does
this so as to trust itself to receive an impulse that gives birth to the New,
this then completes the Sacred Hoop of life's cycles. As we live we are
progressively growing our senses and this is raising our awareness higher
and higher, we are journeying deeper and deeper into the subconscious
reflection of the Infinite Universe, this is so as to receive the Creators
Divine stimulus as an organic impulse from NATURE that feed our Mind
and Heart with Mature information, to truly receive this new
INFORMATION we have to SURRENDER and wilt to it, any control,
manipulation, conflict or resistance stops our growth, so much so that if
"it" does not surrender "it" kills itself anyhow, so ultimately the only way
to continue is to let go, surrender, except and allow what the Divine
Cosmic Plan of Creation is intending, this then cleans the Karmic residue
of the lost soul and restores the balances. Ultimately this is what we as a
humanity are learning to trust ourselves to live by. THIS IS THE DANCE
THAT WE ARE DREAMING AWAKE and subconsciously intending through
the Fire of Truth, Also known as 13-Ahau/Sun/Light.
My intuition aligns me to my Heart that is fed information to be
understood, and is channelled from the Creators Angels of unconditional
Love who hold the WISDOM and Memory of Universal LIGHT and are
working with Humanity to Create EARTH as a Portal of UNIVERSAL PEACE
in the physical dimension, as we DREAM this into being the whole
Universe will be at PEACE with Itself and WITHIN ITSELF, all separation
with dissolve, the veils that have been blinding us to the truth will have
fully lifted, all will have evolved to understand how to exists in
transparent TRUTH, all will resonate to equality, all dimensions will
resonate to ONENESS, is this to far fetched? For myself Sean Caulfield I
see this reality Dawning on our Horizon, as we surrender Creation is
Evolving us to collectively live in Heaven on Earth, Paradise is being
realised and dreamed.
The Creators SEED OF TIME has grown life to its fruition but because of
manipulations we have distorted our growth to its detriment, as we
arrive at the self aware precipice of the Pyramid of Universal Time we
are now able to see this and CHANGE our fate to align to its true destiny

of LOVE, PEACE & ONENESS.
I share with you THOUGHTS on the 58th Universal DAY of the 9th WAVE
- an 18 day cycle of 9+9 from 20th Oct to 6th Nov 2016.
THE 9th WAVE resonance emanates to the most mature "Seeds of
TIME" and is True to the MEMORY of the Creator's first intentions. Thus
the Creators originally coded Timeless Memory held by the first
Primordial Ancient "SEED OF TIME" is only NOW since 2011 emanating
to its full MATURITY, Billions of years ago before the BIG BANG the SEED
was planted and this sparked a creative impulse that has been
processing itself to get stronger and stronger from "Within" everything
and is now pulling all that is out of tune with the frequency of the Divine
Universe to let go of the immature self aware aspects of the MIND, thus
changing "Itself" to live in Right Relation with a Divinely Mature HEART.
As more and more people choose to wake up and hold their LIGHT in a
divinely true mature way, the more it will build enough of a momentum
for a critical mass to shift, transmute and transform all that is out of sync
with Creations Divine WILL. As these shifting moments gradually pull all
into Alignment with Source Creator we will bare witness to the
fulfilment of the Divine Plan. The Divine Plan of the Cosmos is to dissolve
all the separations of the physical dimension so that all can live as ONE
HEART.
The current Tun 360 day Mayan calendar cycle of the so called 10th Day
of the 8th Wave is held by 6-Keme/Death, this below link to a graphic of
a large continuing Tzolkin gives understandings as to these 360 days
aligning to 6-Keme, of which this resonance of cyclical growth creates
flow for a build up of momentum to transform resurrect and birth a New
Time of Mature truth unto ITSELF, this is opening the door to the
GOLDEN AGE. As I write this today is the 27th Oct and on the traditional
260 Tzolkin cycle it is also 6Keme/Death. http://theuniversalfrequency.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/8th___9th_Levels_continuation.jpg
In order to cope through the past processes that our evolutionary
growth has ascended us, our MEMORY at times was blinded by the
immaturity of ITSELF, this has caused a great Paradox where we have
become extremely ignorant and we have forgotten to align to the Divine
Creator for the nourishment of our HEART'S journey to ONENESS and

PEACE, this forgetfulness has caused Humanity to virtually self destruct,
but against all odds we are rising from the ashes to Awaken the FULL
Memory of the Creator's first Original SEEDS OF TRUE TIME, this is
birthing Humanity to be fully conscious of the purpose of LIFE. We are to
hold the responsibility of living SACREDLY as Creation in Human form.
Part of this responsibility is to acknowledge and give gratitude to all my
Shamanic teachers, seen and unseen. Also to offer Tobacco and Corn in
appreciation to the rising Source Creator Sun, 13-Ahau/Light.
If nature has been changed from what Creation originally intended, it
means it has been manipulated by an immature Mind, this makes it
inorganic and off centre from the MEMORY it initially held from the
original intentions of the Creator's first "SEED OF TIME, thus the
Memory is not true to the Creator's intent. Our job is to see where we
have allowed for this in our WORLD and change our ways to be in right
relation with Creations PUREST OF MEMORIES, which are ONE with the
Divine Plan.
Anything that lives in tune with the original intention of Creation lives
with a Memory that is true to ITSELF, this is an organic MEMORY that
emanates from the food of nature and holds a true reflection of the
UNIVERSE. Their has been so much manipulation that has distorted the
Memory of the CREATORS "SEEDS OF TIME" and this has inadvertently
taken humanity off course from its Centre, especially when it comes to
the food we eat that holds the MEMORY of the Universe that we are
digesting. Through GMO'S our digestion has not been fed with the
nourishment of an Organic Memory that is needed to break the
illusionary boundaries, this is holding our ascension process back,
humanity has changed the Memory of the Creator's Seeds of True
Spiritual TIME so that the plant can grow quicker and thus more can be
harvested in less time, this is because of selfish consumerism. In a sense
we are been harvested by a distorted aspect of ourselves that is
SOULLESS because the Seed does not have Full MEMORY.
Also as important to be aware of is the Cycles of the Seeds that have
grown the food, HUMANITY has changed the cycles and changed the
"Seed of Time" reflected in the Sacred Tzolkin Mayan calendar and by
changing the Tzolkin, it is like manipulating the MEMORY of food,
because food grows by Divine Time. The centre of the Tzolkin 260 day
cycle emanates from MAIZE, and what emanates from Maize is a

resonance of Humanities consciousness, the Maya would offer Maize to
the Creator Deities from the altars of the FIRE ceremonies.
If you study the 260 day Tzolkin cycle of 13x20 days you will understand
what I am saying, I am born into 2-Eb/Road on the true Tzolkin 260 day
count. The ceremonial Day Keepers of the Maya of Central America may
not have conceived of changing the Memory of the SEED OF CREATORS
TIME cycles, simply because this would distort their Memory and shift
the ceremonial alignment to be out of sync with Creation and all
previous ceremonies of the Ancestors of the Maya Day Keepers of the
Creators Time. However, I see the changing of the Tzolkin as a reflection
of the unconscious incomplete understanding of the importance to keep
true to the Creators original Seeds of intent. Those who are doing
ceremony to a changed Mayan calendar, I ask why it is needed, nobody
has explained why it was changed, people who are none the wiser about
the manipulated Mayan calendar are just puppets and dogmatically
excepting without understanding what it means to be honouring an off
centred timing system that also does not align to the Tun Mayan
calendar that built the structure of the 9 Level pyramid of Divine Time.
Yet, I stand to be corrected, but I do need to question. When I was in
Guatemala doing ceremony with the Maya Elders at the Temple City of
Tikal, they kept true to the original Tzolkin count of days that has been
aligned to for 1000's of years. Where ever I work in ceremony I sacredly
in my Heart keep true to the Tzolkin that holds the Seed of the True
MEMORY of Time's Universal Creation. There are thousands of people
keeping centred to an irregular off centred changed Mayan calendar
Tzolkin, and it seems to be ok for them, but I think it's because of
misinformation that does not give all the transparently needed reasons
for its purpose to being off sync? My view sees that this ceremonial
honouring is off centre from Creations natural rhythm that align to the
Memory of the "Seed of Time", this thus is a reflection of the Memory of
food that is grown by TIME, being manipulated and off centre. Although,
this is my view but as long as it is done sacredly and for the right reason
and without Dogma's involved and through the Source Light of Creator
FIRE OF TRUTH, then ok, their is a Divine reason and purpose to a
changed Mayan calendar. No matter what happens the Creator will
bring all into right relation anyhow, and what is unfolding now has a
purpose, so as to allow us to see for ourselves how off centre we are
collectively. Hence to me the purpose of something separate from its
truth is to wake ITSELF up to seeing this for itself.

Perception is everything and I have spoken to a lot of people about the
Mayan calendar being changed, I have spoken to Mayan calendar
Authorities and all agree that it should not be changed, because it is
sacred, like nature, we leave it to be SACRED, it is not sacred if we
change it. But the most important thing is to ask ourselves what is our
truth and to feel what the future is supporting for ourselves.
THE BIGGEST INTENTION EVER TO SHIFT """TIME""" TO RETURN TO THE
CENTRE CAN BE ACHIEVED, if it is agreed by all to let go of a non sacred
Mayan calendar that has been changed from its originally sacred rhythm
and MEMORY and rather trust to realign to the true Mayan calendar
Tzolkin that reflects the truth of the infinite Universe. And as this
happens as a reflection in our Hearts that aligns to the Divine Universe
we will shift this world to the Centre Source LIGHT of the Creators Will,
by this we will transmute all the immature Memory that is at a discord
to nature flow and we will then live without processed and GMO
manipulated foods.
Further THOUGHTS...
If you are feeling strange it is an ASCENSION symptom resulting from an
energetic shift in consciousness that is ascending our LIGHT BODY to let
go of physical densities that are holding us back, these densities are
immature residues of Time or incomplete growths, the shift is felt in the
body as a change in pressure, we are continually decompressing to
travel higher and lighter so as to equalise with the frequencies Creation
is evolving our life by, that is asking of us to live with mature energies of
TIME, or complete growth's to fruition, so as to activate the SEED with
its FULL MEMORY. Without full memory our future will stay stuck in
conflict of immature residues and our soul will stay confused and lost,
this is causing great pain in our lives.
You may not notice any CHANGE if you are not sensitive but it's to do
with an arriving frequency of higher Universal resonance that evolution
is advancing us by, if we keep ourselves centred in the lower "base"
chakras and earthly physical addictions we might stay behind and not
ascend. We may feel scattered if we are not centred in higher Universal
frequency chakras, our emotions are triggered to want to react to trivial
things when we are centred in earthly dramas that want to trap our

Soul.
It's best to find quiet time and meditate, see yourself walking on a
beach, notice the BLUE OCEAN and white sands. See palm trees and
mountains. Breath in the fresh air and feel appreciation for the gift of
life. See Dolphins jumping out of the water, notice an EAGLE flying high.
The Universal Frequency of Creation is shifting life ever closer to the
centre, as this happens we see everything for what it is, we see all that
was previously hidden, we start to live in a true and transparent world of
sacred intent that lives through the Source Creators Divine LIGHT of
impeccability. The shift through the Source Light can possibly be felt in
your senses and may have been triggered over the past 2 weeks since
we entered the new 18 day cycle of the 9th WAVE on 20th Oct, being
the 58th Universal Day held by 11-Ik/Wind, clarity brings resolve for "Ik"
to communicate and disseminate the new rising Divine phenomenon.
The "Lord of Dust" brings the Wind of CHANGE to blow away old
outdated patterns and blow in new support for our growth.
Where and how the different size Tzolkin's intersect and align is relevant
too, especially now as all cycle evolve and continue in full maturity to
themselves and are transmuting all immature reflections of themselves.
This is a graphic of a large Tzolkin of 4680 days being 260x18 held by a
primordial resonance that is activating the SEED OF THE CREATOR to live
in truth into itself. http://theuniversalfrequency.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/8th___9th_Levels_continuation.jpg
We are at the same time at the effect of so many Divine influences, the
Moon being a very big pull on our emotional body, with the Moon
having waned we went "Within" to look at the subconscious MEMORY of
TIME that reveals what is hidden, with the New moon on Sunday 30th
Oct and the subsequent waxing we together with the surge in energy of
the 58th Universal Day of the 9th Wave are feeling very high LIGHT
resonances bringing new Divine Stimulus to advance us as a humanity, a
further surge of higher incoming energy is arriving with the 10th Galactic
Day of the 8th Wave understood in a Tun 360 day cycle. This is the link
to the article of the 10th Day https://web.facebook.com/mayanuniversalcalendar/photos/a.41600311
8496365.1073741826.415985961831414/1061483720614965/?type=1&
theater

With this very mature Divine Universal energy pulling at things to arrive
full circle and into right relation we are needing to seriously not push
away what is coming because it is asking us to deal with it or it will deal
with us in a way that we may not like. What is coming is because of a
flawed past that can now truly be seen for what it is and be corrected, it
start with forgiving yourself, and then consciously choosing to make
amends.
Having said and understood all the above, the bigger deliberating factor
is the world's reflection on us, being the reflection that we see in our
mirror of who we are "Within", things are very at odds, the essence of
society is in a confused state of disarray, where one can see how it is
caught up in a reoccurring merry go round of self inflicted trauma, the
concern is that it does not realise that it is inflicting this trauma on itself,
we as a human species are doing everything to ourselves because of a
mind that for the most part is disconnected from its Divine Source
Creator Light "Within", this Light holds the DIVINE wisdom that will bring
further growth into a New World of LOVE & PEACE. HOW to birth our
new Mature World comes back to understanding that our malnourished
MEMORY, that is caused by a diet of bad foods which feeds our quality
of blood, is needing to be cleansed of its impurity. This will then feed our
Ascension process to grow to be in tune with the Will of Creation. The
MEMORY of the first inhabitance of EARTH, who are the indigenous
people and are the roots of the Tree of Life of Humanity, it is of
profoundly importance to feed the people with good wholesome foods,
this will bring a zest to return the Soul to want to align to a passion to
ceremonially DANCE THE DREAM AWAKE and be One Heart with the
SONG OF THE UNIVERSE.
Blessings
Sean Caulfield
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